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 Erik Buch (1923-1982) had over 30 commercially successful production 
designs over his career but none so famous as his Model 61 Barstool 
designed in 1961 and formerly manufactured by Oddense Maskinsnedkeri 
A/S.  His Model 49 dining chairs designed in 1949 were manufactured by 
Poul Dinesen, saw equally impressive popularity and could be found in 
homes around the world.  These now iconic coveted original early 
examples have become heirloom collectibles. 
 
    Today, these celebrated designs are still made with loving care in 
Denmark under the same skilled supervision and talented cabinetmakers.  
Further, each design is made under license to ensure authenticity and 
highest quality production. 

Model 61 
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From certified woods sourced throughout Europe and America, 
we craft ERIK BUCH’s iconic designs in our factory in Denmark 
using only the best wood grades.  Our crafts people honor the 
tree, ensuring that only the best specimens are selected and 
perfectly dried before anything is ever cut.    
 
This meticulous preparation ensures your furniture will last for 
generations. 
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Our leather is proudly provided by SØRENSEN A/S, Denmark’s finest 
leather manufacturer.  Their passion for great leather matches our 
high standards and requirements for both residential AND 
commercial applications. 
 
We’ve selected several colors for the ERIK BUCH collection and will 
happily assist if you require a custom treatment. 
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ERIK BUCH’s Model 61 stool is the centerpiece of the our collection.  Shipped 
to every country in the world, seen in millions of homes, restaurants, chic bars & 
lounges and even on TV,  the iconic design is proudly manufactured in 
DENMARK.   
 
Authorized dealers are listed on our website (www.ERIKBUCH.com).  There are 
many copies on the market and you should accept no substitutes. 
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Do you have a commercial project requiring timeless Scandinavian design, 
contract performance and customized options?  Erik Buch designs have 
been specified for numerous office, bar, hotel and restaurant projects 
around the world.   We are happy to work with projects of all sizes: from one 
stool to 150, we've delivered on time and on budget. 

Erik Buch at the VICEROY Hotel Rooftop Bar, NYC. Design by Roman & Williams 

ERIK BUCH
COMMERCIAL 



Counter Stool Bar Stool 

ERIK BUCH Model 61 iconic stool designs are a 
perfect addition to any international interior.  
Solid wood construction and true Danish 
craftsmanship. 
 
Available in oil finish Walnut, clear lacquered 
Oak or black lacquer Oak and a choice of 
select Danish leathers.  
 
Available as bar height or counter height. 
 
MADE IN DENMARK 
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WALNUT OAK 

BLACK OAK 



Arm Chair Side Chair 

The original and iconic ERIK BUCH Model 49 
dining chair is currently available in Oak in 
limited quantities, both side and arm versions.  
Solid wood construction and true Danish 
craftsmanship. 
 
Available in oil finish Walnut, clear lacquered 
Oak or black lacquer Oak and a choice of 
select Danish leathers.  
 
MADE IN DENMARK 
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WALNUT OAK 

BLACK OAK 



Beech 
Wenge Stain 

Bøg 
Wenge bejdset 

Beech 
Mahogany Stain Bøg 

Mahogni bejdset 

Beech 
Clear  

Lacquer 
Bøg 

Lakeret 

Teak 
Oil Finish Teak 

Oliebehandlet 

Oak 
Soap Finish Eg  

Sæbebehandlet 

Oak 
Black Stain 

Eg 
Sortbejdset 
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The above wood species and finishes may be 
available with extended lead time and by request.  
To inquire, email info@erikbuch.com 
 
MADE IN DENMARK 


